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The CONTIVAC dryer is a continuous
contact dryer, with a single horizontal
agitator.

It is suitable for drying liquid, pasty,
. sticky and free flowing products.

The special features of the Contivac,
namely

self cleaning of the heating surfaces,
good mixing action,
high heating surface to volume ratio,
high specific drive capacity,

make it particularly suitable for
products which show a tendency to
form a hard crust or to pass through
rheologically difficult phases during
drying.

The evaporated moisture can be water
or an organic solvent.

The standard range of CONTIVAC
dryers have heating surface areas
between 4 and 57 sq m and volumes
between 100 and 2900 litres. They are
suitable for operation under vacuum
or at pressures of up to 3 atmospheres
gauge.

Heating is by vacuum steam (from
about 60 QC)or pressure steam
(up to about 200 QC).For temperature
above 200 QC- up to around 300 DC -
heating oils is used.

The evaporative capacities of the
standard plants are governed by the
dryer size and heating temperature,
and range from 100 to 2000 kg water
per hour.

Apart from drying, the CONTIVAC
dryer is also suitable for duties such
as crystallisation from melts, heat
exchange operations and reactions.

The agitator speed for rheologically
difficult materials is from 8 to 20
r. p. m. depending on the dryer size,
and for easier applications, it is
between 25 and 60 r.p.m.

Final moisture contents below 1% can
readily be reached and the mean
residence time can be between
thirty minutes and several hours,
depending on the specific throughput.
For final drying in the free-flowing
phase, the agitator construction is
specially designed to suit the
particular requirements.

A pilot plant is available for the
investigation of specific problems
and hence for the design of scaled
up CONTIVAC production plants.
This pilot plant has the following
specification:

Heating surface area
Volume
Heating temperature
Agitator speed
Residence time
Filter surface area
Drive power

5m2

150 litres
60 to 230 DC
6 to 120 r.p.m.
10 to 120 min
2.5 m2

24 kw

Feeding:
by rnonopurnp, paste hopper with
forced feeding screw, double paste
hopper, spiral screw or rotary valve.

Discharge:
by rotary valve or double butterfly
valve.

This unusually versatile installation
makes it possible to determine the
optimum drying conditions for a wide
variety of wet products and the
processing parameters which are
essential for the design and operation
of a CONTIVAC drying plant.

These include:

Feeding of the wet product
Dust separation from the removed
vapour
Discharge of the dried product
Vapour condensation
Control and regulation
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Advantages
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:0 Ideally suited for the continu-
. ous vacuum drying of products

which are temperature
sensitive, wet with organic
solvents, toxic, oxygen sensi-
tive and which present a
danger of dust explosion.
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Pla,f)t Description. .

The CONTIVAC dryer (figure 1) is in
principle a single agitator disc contact
dryer, consisting of a heated cylindrical
housing (1)assembled from unit
sections, and a heated hollow agitat-
ing rotor (2) which has a simultaneous
rotating and oscillating movement by
means of a rotating drive (3) and a
reciprocating drive (4).
The drive (3+4) and stuffing box (8)
are located at the dry product end,
and the stuffing box is protected by
a reverse acting flight (12).The wet
'Product is introduced at the far end
and is drawn in by the screw flight
(13) and continuously conveyed
through the dryer.
The vapour passes through the vapour
filter (15) to the condenser. This Buss
vapour filter system has a back
scavenging action, and was specially
developed for removing dust from
vapour in vacuum drying plants.
The hollow agitator (2) is fitted, over
its whole length, with heated flights,
which are arranged equidistantly in
pairs.
Between every two axially neighbour-
ing agitator flights, there are, pro-
jecting inwards from the housing, fixed
wiping pegs (10) or annular weirl
kneading elements (11)which extend
inward to the agitator core.

The self cleaning of the heating sur-
faces is achieved by the combined
rotating-reciprocating movement of
the agitator. The stationary elements
(10and 11)clean the faces of the
agitator flights, at the end of each
oscillating movement, during one
rotation of the agitator. By the forward
and backward movement, the edges
of the agitator flights (9) clean the
inner surface of the housing and the
fixed elements projecting inwards to
the core of the agitator clean the
agitator (2). In all, about 95% of the
heating surface is cleaned.
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The rotating and reciprocating motions
need not be synchronised, because
the individual agitator flights (9)
oscillate only between two adjacent
fixed elements (10and 11).This is
so that the speed of rotation, the
frequency of reciprocation and the
forward and backward speed of
reciprocation can be adjusted inde-
pendently of one another over a wide
range of settings.

The housing sections (1)are supported
by frames (5) on rails and can be
drawn forwards when cleaning is
necessary.

The transport of pasty products
through the CONTIVACdryer

Fli9ht Agitator

//'>- Agitator
./

- Flight

is achieved by the differential forward
and backward oscillatory speed,
combined with the action of the be-
velled edges of the agitator flights. For
liquid and free-flowing products, the
required settings are easily found.
Figure 2 shows a CONTIVAC drying
plant for vacuum operation. The
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selection of feeding equipment is
determined by the nature of me wet
product:

for wet products which are pumpable
a paste hopper and mono pump
(72.08) ; for pasty wet products, a
paste hopper with forced feeder
(72.07) and for free flowing wet pro-
ducts a double hopper system (72.06).

It is found of particular advantage,
when the double hopper system is to
be used, that the CONTIVACdryer is
functionally not sensitive to variations
in feed rate, or short interruptions in
feeding.

Discharge of the dried product under
vacuum operation is achieved
through an air lock (72.05) which
consists of two valves with an
intermediate chamber. When operat-
ing under atmospheric pressure,
the dry product is discharged through
a rotary valve or double discharge
air lock.


